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Mr. Steven Wallace, Esq. Mr. Peter Melia
Office of Eastern Regional Airpcrts District Office (HAR-ADO)
Counsel, AEA-7 Room 220, Terminal Building

Federal Aviation Admmbtra lon Capital City Airport
JFK International Airport New Cumberland, Pa. 17070
Jamaica, New York 11430

Mr. Ray E. Byers
Mr. Bertram Coval Airport Traffic Control Tower
A.rport Traffic Control Tower Harrisburg International Airport

(CXY-TUR) 213 - Fifth Street
Capital City Airport Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057
New Cumberland, Pa. 17070

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is a copy of the testimony that the FAA will be sponsoring at the NRC
hearing commencing on December 11, 1978. You will note that it is included
(beginning on page 31) in the testimony of the NRC Staff which pertains to
accident and traffic data. We felt that since the FAA testimony largely concerned
traffic data and operations at Harrisburg International Airport and Capital City
A2.rport, that it could logically be grouped with the NRC testimony on this subject
matter. As such. the FAA witnesses will become part of a panel of witnesses as
indicated on the cover page. We believe that this grouping of witnesses is log-
ical not only insofar as the information presented, but it will aid the Appeal
Board if any confusion or questions arise which can best be answered by the
FAA instead of the NRC. This panel grouping may also have the added benefit
of a more open dialogue concerning your areas of expertise.
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Also note that in%1= of witnesses are indicated in parenthesis beside each
response. These are merely guides to the Appeal Bc ed in or der that they
may direct their question to a particular witness. Obviously, if another
witness can best answer the question, he should respond.
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I will be contacting each of you before December 11 to discuss procedures and
scheduling . Also, we will want to get together with you before you testify in
order to discuss your testimony and clear up any questions or outstanding
matters . In the meantime, if you hve any questions or problems, call Larry
Chandler (301-492-8658) or myself (301-492-7417) .

Sincerely ,

Richard L. Black
Counsel for NRC Staff
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